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INTRODUCTION 

On July 14, 2018 a team of three (3) consist of Audrill G.F. Dunbar Extension Officer (CFO}, Authur R. 
Mallobe GIS Cartographer and Varney Pabia FDA Driver travel from Monrovia to Marbon in Grand Cape 
Mounty County, to facilitate the posting of map and social economic Survey and resource 
reconnaissance result. 

Stake Holder validation meeting was about the SESRR result, Demarcation Maps update and 
interpretation of the Map. The numbers of participant from the community were and the Stake Holders 
attendances were District Commissioner, Clan Chief, Chief, Elders, Youth and Women. There were so 
many positive results that came out of the meeting, but I will name some of those results they are: 

• 96% of the information of the SERSR result was accepted by the participant 
(community) 

• The Map was displayed and interpreted well. 

• 
• Towns, River, Clinic, Town Hall, and worship area names under community 
• administrative information were identified and corrected 
• Towns twenty five (25) 
• school; no junior only three (3) elementary 
• River one (1) Mafa 
• Clinic N/A 

Explanation of the SESRR results 

• Town Hall two (2) 
• Worship area five 

(S)Churches & six (6) Mosques 



Closing Remarks 

HON. Commissioner Arthur Konneh thanks the FDA family for the posting exercise and also asks 

the FDA to examining the Map, because Sam Darbeh area is not in Gola Konneh District. Mr. 

Musa Perry also extends gratitude to the Management of FDA for their hard work most 

especially to staffs that are on the field for posting exercise of SESRR and Map. He also 

appealed to FDA to fast track remaining steps. 

OBJECTIVE 

The important of the meeting was to interpret and clarify the posted maps, to review the SESRR result 
and for approval from the community. The exercise is in compliance with Community Right Law and its 
Regulation of Chapter 2. Sec2.9. Community Representatives express joy about how SESRR result were 

explained and Maps were interpreted to their level. 

METHODOLOGY 
• We held town hall meeting for posting SESRR and Demarcation result for the establishment of 

an Authorize Community Forest Status. 
• Posting SESRR and demarcation for thirty (30) days. 
• Entertained question and answer for clarity. 

Presentation of SERR and Demarcation result and also the display of the posting of results; 



OBSERVATION 

I do observe that some Towns and Villages information were not given to those who did the SESRR. 
Community people were over joy about the SESRR and Demarcation result and express their readiness 

for the governance structure. 

RECOMMENDATION 

I will recommend that as we are trying to help Communities achieve their Community Forest status, let 
be persistence with them for information and work towards the governance structure after thirty days 

period if there be no conflict. 

CONCLUSION 

In our work let us investigate well about a Community history, in doing so it will save us from some 
embarrassment in the future. The meeting was interactive and rewarding especially their status step six 

(6), therefore, they express their heartfelt appreciation to the Management of FDA. 


